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We present a method to create spin-polarized beams of ballistic electrons in a two-dimensional
electron system in the presence of spin–orbit interaction. Scattering of a spin-unpolarized injected
beam from a lithographic barrier leads to the creation of two fully spin-polarized side beams, in
addition to an unpolarized specularly reflected beam. Experimental magnetotransport data on
InSb/ InAlSb heterostructures demonstrate the spin-polarized reflection in a mesoscopic
geometry. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1849413g

The spin of electrons and holes in semiconductor hetero-
structures has attracted much recent interest, as a factor to
realize new spin-based electronic device concepts,1 and for
its potential in realizing quantum computational schemes.2 In
heterostructures, spin can manifest itself through spin–orbit
interactionsSOId, leading to a spin-splitting in energy levels,
and hence in the Fermi contours. Two SOI mechanisms typi-
cally predominate: the Rashba mechanism, originating from
the inversion asymmetry of the heterostructure confining po-
tential, and the Dresselhaus mechanism, from the bulk inver-
sion asymmetry.3 Recent studies have often regarded SOI as
deleterious, since it can lead to short spin-coherence times. If
the mean free path in the heterostructure is longer than the
lateral device dimensions, charge transport in the device oc-
curs ballistically, i.e., the preponderant scattering events in-
volve the device boundaries.4 If in such mesoscopic devices
the spin-coherence length is longer than the mean free path,
then SOI, together with the device geometry, can be ex-
ploited for spin manipulation, and for the preparation of
spin-polarized carrier states. Theoretical studies have ex-
plored the effect of SOI on one-dimensional mesoscopic
transport, and on vertical transport through heterostructures.5

Here we present a method to create spin-polarized beams of
ballistic electrons by utilizing elastic scattering off a barrier
in a straightforward geometry, and present experimental re-
sults verifying the realization of the method. As illustrated in
Fig. 1sad, a beam of two-dimensional electrons in a hetero-
structure is injected toward a barrier. Both energy and the
momentum parallel to the barrier are conserved during the
scattering event off the barrierfFig. 1sbdg. In previous ballis-
tic transverse magnetic focusing experiments,4 energy and
momentum conservation led to specular reflection. However,
if the Fermi contours are spin-split, spin-flip scattering
events result in different reflection angles for different spin
polarizationsfFigs. 1sbd and 1scdg. Indeed, in the presence of
SOI, scattering off the barrier can lead to spin-flip events,
whereby a carrier can be scattered into the other spin sub-
band. The interaction with the barrier gives rise to three re-
flection angles, hence three beams: two spin-polarized side

beams and one unpolarized specular beamfFigs. 1sbd and
1scdg. The reflected beams can then be captured through suit-
ably positioned aperturesfFig. 1sadg. The multibeam reflec-
tion process can be utilized to create spin-polarized electron
populations, without the use of ferromagnetic contacts.6

Figure 1sdd shows the sample geometry. Equilateral tri-
angles of inside dimensions 3.0mm feature apertures, of
conducting widths of,0.3 mm, on two sides, while the left-
hand side forms the scattering barrier. Several triangles are
measured in parallel.7 The triangles were wet etched into
n-type InSb/ InAlSb heterostructures after electron beam li-
thography. The gentle wet-etching procedure affords highly
reflecting barriers in III–V heterostructures.4 Carriers enter
the geometry from the top, travel ballistically to the left bar-
rier, reflect off the latter, and exit through the bottom aper-
ture. The total distance, including the reflection, between the
apertures, amounts to 2.6mm. The heterostructures were
grown by molecular beam epitaxy ons100d GaAs substrates,
and consisted of a 20-nm-wide InSb well, with the two-
dimensional electron system s2DESd, flanked by
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FIG. 1. sad Schematic of the geometry. Electrons are injected at the upper
aperture, scatter from the left barrier, and are collected at the lower aperture.
A perpendicular magnetic fieldB allows the trajectories to sweep the lower
exit aperture. Trajectories are indicated forB=0. sbd Geometrical interpre-
tation of the spin-polarized scattering event, with incident and reflected
wave vectors at the Fermi surfacesfor clarity only scattering of incident
+spin states is depictedd. Energy and the momentum parallel to the barrier
are conserved.scd The scattering geometry, with spin states denoted1 and
2. Spin-flip events at the barrier lead two spin-polarized side beams and one
unpolarized specular beam.sdd Image of sampleS1.
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In0.91Al0.09Sb barrier layers.8 Electrons are provided by Si
d-doped layers on both sides of the well, separated from the
2DES by 30 nm spacers. A third Si doped layer lies close to
the heterostructure surface. All measurements were per-
formed at 0.5 K, and at this temperature, a densityNS=2.6
31011 cm−2 and a mobility of 150 000 cm2/V s provide a
mean free path of,1.3 mm. Although shorter than the dis-
tance between the two apertures in Fig. 1, this mean free path
is sufficiently long to ensure observation of a signal due to a
ballistic trajectory. Indeed, the cutoff of the signal at the
mean free path is not abrupt, but rather is characterized by a
gradual decay of the signal amplitude.4,7

In our measurements, a current is drawn between the two
aperturesfFig. 1sadg, and the resulting voltage drop is mea-
sured as a function of a magnetic field applied perpendicular
to the plane of the 2DES. In the semiclassical limit, the mag-
netic field B serves to slightly deflect the ballistic carriers
from linear trajectories, and thus to sweep the trajectories
over the exit aperture. VaryingB in either direction causes
the three reflected beams to be sequentially cut off, by either
side of the exit aperture. Each cutoff results in a stepwise rise
in the resistance measured over the structure. In the experi-
mental realization the cutoffs will not be sharp, since we
expect an angular spread at the injection aperture. However,
the angular spread is sufficiently narrowed by the previously
observed collimating effect in mesoscopic apertures,9 to al-
low separate observation of the effects of the centroids of the
three, partially overlapping, beams. Figure 2 contains experi-
mental data for two separate samplessS1 andS2d, plotted as
the four-contact resistance measured over the triangular
structures, versus appliedB. For sampleS1, five minima are
indicated at lowB, superimposed on a negative magnetore-
sistance weak-localization background. The five minima are
interpreted to result from the stepwise increase in resistance
asB is varied, added to the negative magnetoresistance back-
ground. We also note here that the wet-etching process re-
sults in uncertainty in the structure’s dimensions, and that
therefore a nonzeroB may have to be applied to center the
three beams on the exit aperture. Hence, the five minima are
not centered aroundB=0. The number of cutoffs and their
occurrence withB is dependent on the geometry resulting
from the lithographic process. For instance, sampleS2 under-

went a deeper wet-etch, resulting in narrower aperturessalso
higher resistance valuesd, and wider barriers. These geo-
metrical differences lead to the occurrence of magnetoresis-
tance features at differentB as compared to sampleS1. For
sampleS2, four magnetoresistance minima associated with
the spin-dependent reflection phenomenon are indicated. In
the following paragraph, we determine the correlation be-
tween the data in Fig. 2 and the three-beam reflection process
in our experimental geometry.

Experimental values for the SOI parameters in InSb-
based heterostructures have only recently been accessed by
optical measurements, and the experimental data confirm
SOI larger than in most other III–V materials.10 Separate
evaluation of the Rashba and Dresselhaus contributions11 has
not yet been performed on InSb/ InAlSb heterostructures.
Hence, to ascertain the correlation between the data in Fig. 2
and the spin-dependent reflection process, we have calcu-
lated the Fermi contours in the plane of the InSb quantum
well at the density of the measurement, including the nonpa-
rabolic dispersion in InSb.12 The contours in Fig. 3 were
obtained using a Rashba parametera=1.0310−11 eV m and
a Dresselhaus parameterh=7.6310−28 eV m3.12 There is
ambiguity concerninga, since a depends on the average
electric field in the well, which is not directly known. How-
ever, the value we use not only yields good agreement with
the data, but moreover corresponds to an average electric
field in the well of 1.93106 V/m, an acceptable value for
the 2DES density. The Dresselhaus term leads to anisotropy,
and appears to dominate the Rashba term by a factor,2 in
our InSb quantum wells. The calculated anisotropic spin

splitting ranges from 0.65 meV in thef11̄0g direction to
,5.9 meV around thef110g direction sat the average Fermi
wave vectorkF=Î2pNSd. The average spin splitting value
approaches the value of 3 meV obtained from the optical
measurements on similar InSb/ InAlSb heterostructures.10

The inset of Fig. 3 depicts the orientation of the device
within the Fermi contours. At an incident angle of 30° to the
barrier, reflection angles of 21°, 30°, and 38° can be inferred
from the Fermi contours. We have utilized these reflection
angles in a semiclassical geometrical model that analytically
calculates the position of the magnetoresistance minima, as-
suming circular cyclotron orbitssclearly an approximation,
but within the experimental uncertaintyd. The magnetoresis-
tance features forS1 andS2 agree with the model if we as-

FIG. 2. The four-contact resistance of the triangular structuresS1 andS2, vs
the perpendicular applied magnetic fieldB. The arrows indicate the values
of B where beam cutoffs occur.Inset: Magnetoresistance of an antidot lattice
fabricated on the same heterostructuresantidot diameter 0.4mm, periodicity
0.8 mmd, showing, for comparison, a featureless negative magnetoresistance
background. Geometrical resonances appear at higherB snot shownd.

FIG. 3. Calculated Fermi contours at the density of the experiment, with the
incoming and reflected wave vectors. Inset: orientation of the triangles.
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sume forS1 a conducting aperture width of 0.3mm, and for
S2 a conducting aperture width of 0.2mm, along with an
additional rightward shift of 0.06mm of the reflection bar-
rier. The shift necessary forS2 corresponds to an effectively
thicker barrier, in agreement with the deeper and wider
etched trench for this sample. The model also indicates that
equal spacing inB is not expected for the magnetoresistance
features, due to the curvature of the semiclassical orbitssthe
minima for B,0 are more closely spaced than forB.0d.
The consistency between the data in Fig. 2 and the Fermi
contours in Fig. 3, all using expected experimental values,
supports the observation of the spin-dependent reflection
process.

It is noticed that a critical incident angle exists, below
which the higher-energy spin subband cannot be accessed by
scattering from the lower-energy subband. The critical angle
can be found by tracing a horizontal tangent to the inner
Fermi contoursreferring to Fig. 3d toward the outer Fermi
contour. This incident angle gives rise to a wave traveling in
the direction of the barrier but evanescent perpendicularly to
the barrier. Detection and capture of this evanescentsand
spin-polarizedd wave, although not performed in our present
experiment, may prove useful in spin-electronics applica-
tions as well.

Concerning the negative magnetoresistance background,
we have consistently observed only a weak-localization peak
in mesoscopic geometries fabricated in the InSb/ InAlSb het-
erostructure, in contrast to the antilocalization signature ob-
served in GaAs or InAs based 2DESs.13 Another example of
a weak-localization peak in a mesoscopic geometry is shown
in the inset in Fig. 2, namely the resistance versus applied
perpendicularB, measured over an antidot lattice fabricated
on the same heterostructure.14 The absence of antilocaliza-
tion is not surprising in InSb. Antilocalization requires the
Dyakonov-Perel’ spin scattering mechanism to dominate,
leading to a randomization of the spin precession process due
to a weak SOI.13 Yet, due to large spin splitting in InSb, the
impurity broadening is less than the spin-splitting, invalidat-
ing the conditions for Dyakonov-Perel’ scattering and antilo-
calization s" /t<0.5 meV, smaller than the average spin-
splitting of ,3 meV, wheret is the scattering time from the
mobility mean free pathd. The dominant spin-scattering
mechanism in InSb at low temperature is likely the Elliott–
Yafet mechanism.15 An estimate of the spin-scattering time
tS in the InSb/ InAlSb heterostructures yieldstS<20t. The
estimate demonstrates that spin scattering is unlikely to oc-
cur within a mean free path, and that hence in our geometry
the dominant spin-flip event is provided by the lithographic
barrier.

Ballistic transport in triangular geometries has been in-
vestigated previously,16 with apertures positioned in the cen-
ter of one side and at the triangle apex. A rich magnetoresis-
tance spectrum was observed due to semiclassical and
quantum dynamics of resonant orbits interior to the triangles.
To ascertain if our observed magnetoresistance originates
from similar dynamics, we calculated the semiclassical orbits
at varyingB for our geometry. Orbits indeed exist which in
analogy with the previous work will result in magnetoresis-
tance features. However, those orbits occur outside the range
of B used in this experiment. We also note that the observed

magnetotransport features are unlikely to result from univer-
sal conductance fluctuations. Indeed, the resistance is mea-
sured over ten triangles in parallel, and hence universal con-
ductance fluctuations, which are sensitive to the microscopic
potential landscape of each individual triangle, will be aver-
aged out.

In conclusion, we demonstrate experimentally spin-
polarized reflection off a barrier in an InSb/ InAlSb hetero-
structure. We show that the spin–orbit coupling leads to dif-
ferent reflection angles for different spin polarizations. The
spin-polarized beams resulting from the interaction with the
barrier can be utilized toward various spin electronics or
quantum computational realizations.
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